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Schulte Roth & Zabel is pleased to present the 2012 edition of Shareholder Activism Insight, published in association with mergermarket. Based on a series of interviews with corporate executives and activist investors, this report highlights emerging trends in shareholder activism, as well as insights into the changing corporate landscape investors and executives will face in the coming years.

Corporate executives should expect to see increasing opposition from shareholders during next spring’s proxy season, according to the 78% majority of overall respondents. Using poor financial performance and the need for management or operational change as motivation, hedge funds, pensions and unions will continue the growth of shareholder activism. A significant increase in shareholder proposals will result, according to 84% of respondents.

The financial services sector is expected to see the greatest amount of shareholder activism as investors look to repair the still recovering industry after the crash of 2008. Distant runners-up, the industrials and chemicals, technology, and energy sectors are also expected to see more disputes with investors.

Half of respondents believe an active dialogue between shareholders and management can be the most effective defense tactic against activism. When a company prefers to be more active in preventing shareholder disputes, respondents cite offensive litigation, poison pills and staggered board elections as the likely defense tools.

Respondents report a busy 2012 proxy season for investors and corporates. The primary demands of shareholder proposals featured voting rules, operational changes, and board nominations, among others. The majority of shareholder activist respondents and plurality of corporate executive respondents expect between 20% and 30% of the proposals will have received majority support.

In addition to the above findings, this report provides insight into procedural details, mergers and acquisitions, drivers of activism, activist strategies, and various other issues concerning the shareholder activism environment. We hope you find this study informative and useful, and as always we welcome your feedback.

Methodology

In the second quarter of 2012, Schulte Roth & Zabel commissioned mergermarket to interview senior corporate executives and activist investors regarding their experience with shareholder activism and their expectations for the upcoming 12 to 24 months. All respondents are anonymous and results are presented in aggregate.
What do you expect to happen to the volume of shareholder activism over the next 12 months/next proxy season?

After a busy start to this year’s proxy season, both corporate and activist respondents widely expect shareholder activism to increase through 2012 and into the 2013 season. A lack of changes to management after repeat showings of poor performance is causing the increase, according to activist investors. A hedge fund partner explains the environment: “Shareholders have not seen any returns because of the extended fall in share prices, but management has not been affected. Shareholders will raise questions.”

Some corporate executives, whose prediction for increased activism is identical to that of shareholders, seem to welcome the changes and improvements activists can force into companies more than would be expected. During the financial crisis, activists’ ability to keep management on their toes proved most valuable, says an executive respondent from the tech sector: “Shareholder activists have been successful in improving governance and creating value. Activists have demonstrated their ability to affect companies’ policies and decisions and this will cause more investors to take an activist approach.”

With a very similar outcome to the 2010 Shareholder Activism Insight report, overall respondents (74%) agree that hedge funds will be most likely to increase activist initiatives. Other groups expected to see growth in shareholder activism are pension funds (50%) and union funds (44%). A private equity investor explains: “They have intensified their corporate governance activities and are trying to establish themselves as sophisticated players in the investment community while attempting to attain greater involvement in strategic corporate decisions and control in decision making.”

“The broadening out of the types of investors involved in shareholder activism has significant implications for corporate policy, governance and executive pay practices – companies must take notice when investor groups that have been less active previously become vocal with their views and dissatisfaction.”

David E. Rosewater, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel
In which sector(s) do you expect to see the most shareholder activism over the next 12 months?

The top four sectors expected to see increased shareholder activism are financial services, industrials and chemicals, technology, and energy; there is little difference in corporate and activist feedback when it comes to sector predictions.

As was the case in 2010, respondents are expecting noticeably more bullish activity in financial services compared to other sectors. This most likely reflects tumbling stock prices, controversial executive pay packages and a high volume of asset sales from larger banks. An activist respondent explains: “Financial services will continue to see high shareholder activism, in response to continued poor performance and high pay packages rolled out to the executive management. The financial crisis has also increased attention to business operations and corporate governance.”

Talking specifically about the dynamics of his sector, a technology CFO explains: “Technology companies have cash, off-balance sheet assets, and other hidden assets that they can take advantage of when their share price is down. Shareholder activists will come into play when the companies are not using the available assets to implement changes to improve performance.”

“Given the damage and upheaval in the financial sector since the financial crisis, it is not surprising that the financial sector has been regularly viewed in our surveys (in 2008, 2010 and this current survey) as the anticipated most active sector – investors are still looking for responsible governance and improved results from a critical sector.”

Marc Weingarten, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel
Study findings

Compared to the last year, how active will shareholders be in influencing companies’ M&A decisions over the next 12 to 24 months?

- Significantly more active: 16%
- More active: 46%
- Remain the same: 38%
- Less active: 0%
- Significantly less active: 0%

What will be the primary drivers of shareholder activism over the next 12 to 24 months?

- Financial performance: 92%
- Acquisition announcement: 72%
- Management board changes: 64%
- Strategic operational changes: 56%
- Excessive balance sheet: 44%
- Sale of the company: 48%
- Special dividend: 44%
- Asset disposal: 36%
- Spin-offs: 32%
- Significant less active: 12%

The influence of shareholders is expected to increase, according to 84% of all respondents. In the previous edition, respondents were divided with over half of corporates believing shareholders would not have any impact on M&A decisions. Since the last survey was conducted in Q2 2010, corporate executives have become widely aware of shareholders’ skepticism for all decisions including M&A. One corporate executive notes: “Shareholders are very concerned about the volatile market situation and are not confident in management's M&A decision making. Shareholders are now actively involved in these deals.”

Financial performance has grown from being a primary driver of shareholder activism for roughly half of total respondents in 2010 to just shy of 100% of respondents this year. A clear sign that earnings have fizzled for companies across all sectors, the focus has shifted heavily toward weak earnings, marking a change from the past two reports. In 2010, excess cash was the top concern of activist respondents and financial performance was considered the most significant trigger by the majority of corporate respondents. In 2008, the majority of overall respondents identified a period of flat or negative growth, profitability or stock price as the key driver of shareholder activism.

A partner at a private equity firm explains: “Recent steep drops in the share prices are driving the investors to show their frustration with management. Shareholders are coming out of the dark and are comfortably questioning management activities and dealings. Many proposals will be aimed at board changes.”
Communication between shareholders and management remains the most effective method for activists to achieve their goals. According to one activist respondent: “Dialogue can produce the changes desired by investors. Not only can it be less confrontational, but continuous dialogue helps in building relationships between management and shareholders in the future.”

Proxy contests have grown in popularity since the 2010 edition with nearly a third of overall respondents citing this as the most effective strategy. Providing an opportunity for minority stakeholders to gain an advantage, activists have succeeded in gaining the attentive ear of management who previously would not have listened.

Marc Weingarten, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel
Corporate governance and poor performance by management are the top drivers of unseating board members, according to 44% and 34% of respondents, respectively. The two issues have created increased scrutiny and made historically successful companies’ boards more progressive. A shareholder activist describes the evolving dynamic: “Poor corporate governance is the cause of concern and the main reason behind increasing shareholder activist activity. Even the largest corporations, which were once pioneers of management and decision making, have witnessed constant change in top level management.”

Compromise is key as half of respondents believe a company’s best defense from activist shareholders is keeping dialogue open, which respondents also consider ideal for activist strategies. The response is slightly tapered from the 2010 report as poison pills and staggered board elections have become a more recognized tactic by 22% and 16% of respondents, respectively.

Respondents maintain that keeping active dialogue is the preferred route, but in the face of extreme inflexibility, offense is the best defense. A corporate VP comments: “Ideally, the company should try to negotiate and reach for a settlement. But if the shareholder continues to be resistant, switch strategies to more offensive litigation.”
Compared to the previous 12 to 24 months, what will happen to the volume of shareholder proposals over the next 12 to 24 months?

- **Significantly increase**: 14%
- **Somewhat increase**: 16%
- **Remain the same**: 70%
- **Somewhat decrease**: 0%
- **Significantly decrease**: 0%

Shareholder proposals will increase over the next 12 to 24 months, according to 84% of respondents. Proposals, which were once restricted to corporate governance improvement, are reaching more aspects of management and increasingly impacting a company’s direction, respondents say. One shareholder activist explains: “With the emergence of environmental, political, and social concerns, shareholder activists have increased their involvement in company affairs, increasing the volume of proposals significantly.”

“Shareholder proposals are a significant tool in the toolbox of shareholder activists – binding shareholder proposals can implement corporate governance reform, and even non-binding proposals can significantly influence the direction of a company, as management and boards that ignore shareholders are much more likely to face negative recommendations from the proxy advisory services and stronger opposition from shareholders at the next meeting.”

**David E. Rosewater, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel**

“As I said in our survey four years ago, often potentially active shareholders want primarily to know that their value-enhancement ideas have been seriously considered by the management and board of directors. Careful consideration of an activist’s proposals at the board level can also serve to weaken an activist’s potential director election campaign. Defensive tactics implemented after an activist arrives publicly on the scene can often backfire – the often influential proxy advisory services, in particular, tend to take a negative view of what they see as entrenchment activities.”

**Marc Weingarten, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel**
Study findings

What percentage of shareholder proposals do you expect will receive majority support?

Corporate and activist respondents are more divided in their expectations for shareholder proposal outcomes. One quarter of corporate executives think 30% or more of shareholder proposals will reach a majority. A media CFO explains the environment: “Shareholder support is increasing at a considerable rate. Most proposals relate to corporate governance, anti-takeover measures, and shareholder rights, which largely obtain majority support.”

The shareholder activists, while optimistic, are slightly more cautious when asked about support and implementation of proposals. A much smaller minority expect greater than 30% of proposals will receive support while 40% of respondents believe the actual number will fall on the lower end of the scale. Disputes among shareholders give management an edge and put activist initiatives at risk of failure, respondents mention. One activist respondent comments: “Disparate views among shareholders are common and present many challenges. Also, response to the shareholder proposals are generally negative and fail to gain management support.”

During the 2012 proxy season-to-date, respondents most frequently reported meetings and voting rules, operational decisions, and board nominations as primary proposal demands. The ability to call special meetings and replace existing board members is what shareholders believe will best counter balance poor corporate governance practices and maximize market value, respondents say. Capital allocation, which was a top concern of shareholders in recent years, has fallen toward the bottom of the priority list with just a quarter of respondents citing it.

What are/were the primary demands of shareholder proposals during the 2012 proxy season?
In your experience, how often do activist investors and corporations work together cooperatively without receiving media attention?

Both groups of respondents agree that staying out of the media is best for both parties when negotiating. Disputes that appear in the media can often negatively affect the value of the company. One corporate CFO recalls: “Most of the institutional investors are organized and tend to solve the issue relatively well with cooperation.”

A shareholder activist agrees, but adds that the media can be used for leverage by some activist investors. The respondent comments: “It depends on the type of activist investor. With hedge funds the discussion often goes public as they employ a short-term strategy. They look for quick returns and thus do not get involved in prolonged dialogues and rather go public to put pressure on the management. But other activist investors like mutual funds and pension funds cooperate with the management very well and work together most of the time.”

“It doesn’t make for attention-grabbing headlines, but cooperation between shareholder activists and companies does constitute the norm. Boards tend to be more willing to compromise when the activist hasn’t gone public.”

Marc Weingarten, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel

Corporate and activist respondents agree that voting rules on amending corporate bylaws and majority voting to elect directors are among the most likely procedural changes to take place during the 2012 or 2013 proxy sessions. These two changes reflect a broader push for corporate governance reform, which many respondents say is at the heart of today’s shareholder activism.

The number of “say on pay” votes held annually is the change that most divides corporate and activist respondents. Shareholder activists are four times more likely to expect more frequent voting on executive’s salaries than corporates. For the corporates, it’s unclear whether the gap is due to their expectations of such rule changes or whether they are answering subjectively based on their interests. But one activist respondent maintains: “Boards will inevitably need to reopen the discussion on “pay for performance,” and either refine communication with investors or revisit their compensation policies.”

Which changes to procedural requirements were (or are likely to be) made to meetings and voting rules?
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Do you believe it is appropriate for shareholders to have board representation?

Respondents disagree on the issue of board representation. Activist respondents unanimously agree that shareholders should have board representation, but only 36% of corporate respondents feel the same. A private equity VP sums up many of the activists’ responses: “Board representation is important in improving transparency and reducing the number of disputes. Decisions can be taken more easily if shareholders have a board seat, as it greatly improves trust in management and prevents overly cautious scrutiny of a company’s documents.”

But many corporates believe the presence of shareholders in board meetings adds unnecessary complications to negotiations. The CFO of a leading media company explains: “There is no need for board representation from the shareholders. It has its advantages, but can cause more harm than good in making effective management decisions. Shareholder representation will falter the voting mechanism and cause frequent disagreements.” Another corporate respondent states that management can work with shareholders on the board, but with certain limitations: “There should be proper rules, so that the shareholders’ representatives do not influence the daily operations decisions, but are restricted to taking active part in strategic decisions.”

“The extent to which corporate executives take a dim view of shareholder representation on the board of directors is surprising and a significant change from prior surveys. This attitude suggests that there may be more contentious contests between companies and activists in the future as companies may be more likely to fight to keep shareholder representatives out of the board room.”

David E. Rosewater, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel
Do you expect the Schedule 13D filing timeline to be shortened from 10 days?

Many respondents – 44% of corporate and 28% of activists – are unsure of the SEC’s eventual decision on the timeline for 13D filings. Most shareholder activists – 56% compared to just 20% of corporates – do not expect any change to the filing period rule.

The shortening of the current 10 day requirement for filing of Schedule 13D following the acquisition of more than 5% beneficial ownership of a company has been under consideration in recent years. Legal experts representing corporate interests have reportedly been in favor of the change in order to protect companies from what they view as aggressive or harmful shareholder activism.

Activist respondents believe that despite a shortened filing requirement, hedge funds will develop a new strategy to work around the new rules. Some corporates agree, but most insist that the shortening will provide management with increased protection from activists. Overall, most respondents see that the cost of building a position greater than 5% will be increased by a shortening.

What do you expect will happen to the volume of proxy access proposals in the next 12 months?

Proxy access proposals are expected to increase over the next 12 months, according to a majority of overall respondents. Activists have succeeded in reducing corporate defenses in recent years, respondents say, and the gates for more proxy contests have opened. An activist respondent elaborates: “A series of rules, including those related to proxy access and activism, will be enacted soon. This will increase the proxy access proposals and bump up a crop of proxy fights. Investors are certainly going to utilize the changing regulations to their full advantage during the next proxy season.”

The issue of proxy access remains important for a majority of respondents. A private equity director explains the significance: “Proxy access enables shareholders to include proposals in company proxy materials recommending amendments to company bylaws that would give qualified shareholders proxy access for their own director nominees.”
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Do you expect Carl Icahn’s activist strategy of making an acquisition proposal to a company to force a sale (CVR Energy, Clorox, Oshkosh) to become a trend within the shareholder activist community?

Strategies and campaigns employed by well-known activist investor Carl Icahn are not expected to trigger a long-term trend, according to overall respondents, although corporate respondents are not as certain about this.

“It is not surprising to see that this strategy is unlikely to become significant, as few activists have the wherewithal, management capabilities or inclination to credibly make takeover proposals or the willingness to accept the illiquidity of ownership.”

Marc Weingarten, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel

The average holding period of activist investments has remained relatively unchanged since the 2010 survey. Though, by a larger margin, 60% of respondents still say most investments are held for at least one year, compared to 48% in 2010. The increase may be attributed to the growth of non-hedge fund investors in shareholder activism, as one managing director explains: “Institutional investors like mutual funds and pension funds who tend to hold onto their investments for long-term returns have increased the average holding period of activist investors.”

Marc Weingarten, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel

Shareholder Activism Insight
Activist investors say the mid-market is the most attractive place to execute activist strategies. While high profile individual activists involved in large-cap companies tend to attract the most media attention, respondents to this survey say this is not the norm.

Investors’ expectations of activist opportunities appears to be on the rise as a 60% majority say they are comfortable with committing 10% to 15% of assets under management to such investments. Only 6% were as comfortable with this allocation in 2010, and that year 42% were willing to use only the lowest amount possible.

“This marks a return to pre-economic crisis concentration approaches. Investment concentration has the potential to affect the intensity of an activist campaign, but it does carry liquidity risks and it is a bit of a surprise to see the magnitude of those willing to take highly concentrated positions.”

David E. Rosewater, Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel
What annual returns do you target in activist investments?

This year, activist investors are targeting higher returns with just under half stating an expected range of 20% to 30%. Previously, less than a quarter of respondents were willing to aim as high. Indeed, in the last survey 14% targeted a return under 10%, whereas respondents are unanimously more optimistic today.

Interestingly, not since the 2008 edition have respondents cited returns greater than 30%.
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Clients of all sizes turn to us for help with their campaigns.

Representative activist campaigns include:

- Nutrisystem®
- Marathon Petroleum Corporation
- PACSUN
- JAKKS Pacific®
- wet seal
- cnet®
- The New York Times
- SABRA Health Care REIT, Inc.
- RED ROBIN
- The McGraw-Hill Companies
- CSX Transportation
- Allscripts®

® is the registered trademark of Schulte Roth & Zabel LLP. All other company logos are the trademarks of their respective owners. The contents of these materials may constitute attorney advertising under the regulations of various jurisdictions.
Schulte Roth & Zabel, a full service law firm, delivers sophisticated, leading-edge advice to the firm’s clients, which include prominent financial institutions, corporations and investors. The firm strives to build and maintain long-term relationships with clients by emphasizing client service. With expertise in a broad array of practice areas, the firm provides comprehensive advice to achieve its clients’ objectives.

SRZ is one of the leading law firms in the area of business transactions, including mergers and acquisitions, leveraged buyouts, distressed investments, activist matters, public offerings, high-yield debt issues and PIPE transactions. Clients include both financial and strategic investors.


Serving issuers, activists and “occasional activists,” we provide unparalleled expertise and cutting-edge advice on navigating the maze of Regulation 13D/G rules, Section 16(b), trading rules, Hart-Scott-Rodino and other applicable federal and state securities and corporate laws, as well as on other tax and regulatory issues. The firm counsels clients on a wide variety of activist and defensive strategies, from behind-the-scenes long-term partnerships with management to proxy contests and consent solicitations. We have extensive experience dealing with advance notice bylaws; “books and records” demands; handling regulatory approvals, investigations and legislative hearings; and engaging in defensive and offensive litigation. In short, our practice has a wealth of experience to bring to bear in helping our clients achieve their goals.
About mergermarket

mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers & acquisitions (M&A) proprietary intelligence tool. Unlike any other service of its kind, mergermarket provides a complete overview of the M&A market by offering both a forward-looking intelligence database and a historical deals database, achieving real revenues for mergermarket clients.

Remark, the events and publications arm of The Mergermarket Group, offers a range of publishing, research and events services that enable clients to enhance their own profile, and to develop new business opportunities with their target audience.

To find out more please visit: www.mergermarketgroup.com/events-publications/
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